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Dear Investors: 

The Blue Current Global Dividend Strategy returned +1.1% during the first quarter of 2015. Although 
we do not manage the strategy to a specific index, for comparison the MSCI World Index returned 
+2.5% over the same period. 

Despite an average cash allocation of 5% and a 10% weighting toward the energy sector, the Strategy 
generated positive performance thanks to an overweight allocation to the US consumer and solid 
stock selection with our European dividend payers. In particular, we took advantage of market 
weakness to add to our highest conviction names, and we initiated several new positions that we 
have been monitoring for some time. We expect these positions will benefit investors during the 
remaining quarters of 2015. The overall portfolio’s current dividend yield is now 3.2% with an 
estimated dividend growth rate of 15% year over year. 

BLUE CURRENT PHILOSOPHY & OBJECTIVES 

It is important to remind you of our philosophy and objectives.  In the current environment, investors 
need to make every penny work for them. With yield in short supply and safe income streams 
providing little return, high quality companies with growing and sustainable cash flow from across the 
globe might be less risky than you think – and more fruitful.  Over the long run, dividends matter, and 
dividend growth investors have outperformed. 

The Blue Current investment team utilizes its expertise in growing cash flow to invest in what we 
believe is a niche universe of high quality, dividend-paying companies with sustainable business 
models and dividend policies. The primary objectives are to pay a stable and increasing dividend each 
quarter and deliver attractive long term capital appreciation to investors. 

The portfolio is concentrated and invests in 25-50 companies across developed markets that meet 
our stringent qualities. We focus on companies that we believe have a strong history of rewarding 
shareholders and have the financial ability to continue to increase the dividend over time. We also 
focus on the future earnings potential of each company and strive to purchase those businesses 
when they are trading at a discount to their true value. 

INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT & CURRENT EXPOSURE 

The Strategy performed well in the challenging first quarter environment, which broadly appeared to 
penalize quality, US-based, multinational companies with material FX exposure – especially to the 
euro. Although we have incrementally shifted capital away from US-based multinationals, this 
segment of the market remains significant for the Strategy and created weakness in the early months 
of 2015. We have been through this before and are not surprised that FX weakness (relative to a 
strengthening US dollar) surprised Wall Street analysts. The good news is that investors are now 
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beginning to look through the translation impact and see what we see – these companies are 
executing well under the circumstances and taking advantage of strong global GDP growth. 

That being said, it is not a surprise that one of our top contributors to Q1 performance was Cinemark 
(ticker: CNK), a Texas-based movie exhibitor that appreciated 28% during the quarter. Cinemark is 
currently the third largest US operator with theaters across 41 states and over 100 DMAs (designated 
market areas). Aside from the company’s 2.8% dividend yield and strong balance sheet, there are 
several catalysts capable of driving shares higher, including a strong 2015 movie slate, lower gas 
prices supporting the consumer, and broadening economic growth across the US. Not unique to 
Cinemark, theater operators have been successful in increasing concessions per patron through 
loyalty discounting, expanding menu choices to include premium items, and upselling patrons at the 
point of sale. Higher productivity at the concession register combined with expanded theater 
offerings such as 3-D and IMAX have been major drivers for revenue and profit growth. We believe 
2015 will be a record year for revenue and cash flow for Cinemark. 

Another strong contributor during the quarter was Volkswagen AG, which appreciated 18% and 
contributed 53bps to returns. We first invested in Volkswagen in April 2014 when the global 
automotive and truck manufacturer was valued at less than 9x earnings despite its ownership of 
impressive high-margin luxury brands such as Audi and Porsche. Volkswagen is an unusual brand in 
that its product is truly global and caters to both the value buyer (VW Golf) and high-end luxury buyer 
(Porsche 911). The company has struggled with its core VW brand in the SUV- and truck-loving United 
States; however, we are more interested in the company’s diverse product offerings in Western 
Europe and broader Asia including China – two regions we expect will continue to grow. Aside from 
passenger vehicles, we are also excited about VW’s exposure to the late-cycle commercial vehicle 
market, which we believe still has upside in the US (unlike passenger autos) and even stronger upside 
in Europe and Asia. First quarter results support our opinion as Western Europe commercial truck 
deliveries edged up 11% and China deliveries increased 15% year over year. Because of its slight 
dividend reduction in 2009 prior to our purchase, VW is rated “AA” according to our Blue Current 
ranking standards and has a three-year dividend growth rate of 10%.   

As our investors likely noted from our tabulation of winners during the quarter, consumer stories 
performed well, and the Consumer Discretionary sector contributed 230bps to performance. Returns 
can be partly explainable by declining unemployment and tailwinds from lower energy prices. For 
reference, West Texas Intermediate may have found its annual low at $43 in mid-March, dampening 
returns across the energy complex. Not surprisingly, Alliance Resource Partners (ticker: ARLP) was our 
largest detractor. The Master Limited Partnership (MLP) declined 21% during Q1 and subtracted 
50bps from the portfolio. Exiting the quarter, ARLP had a forward yield of 8%, which is higher today 
after the company announced with its Q1 earnings report that it is increasing its distribution by an 
additional 8%. ARLP remains one of the most unlevered and inexpensive MLPs in the broad universe. 
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We continue to own three MLPs that collectively detracted 75bps from performance in Q1 but 
currently yield 3.4%, 4.4%, and 7.7%. These positions have been solid contributors to date in the 
second quarter.  

During the quarter, we continued to increase our international exposure by exiting several US 
positions that we believe will face challenging headwinds in the year ahead, notably Qualcomm, 
McDonalds, and Baxter. We reinvested the proceeds in non-US consumer themes such as Kingfisher 
(UK), Michelin (France), Sky (UK), and WPP (UK).  

With nearly 12 million subscribers across Britain and Ireland, Sky is one of the largest UK cable 
providers. The company has been increasing its dividend for over 10 years (rated “AAA” according to 
our Blue Current ranking standards) and at purchase had a dividend yield of 3.4%. Sky crossed our 
radar screen when it announced in 2014 that it was acquiring its remaining interest in Sky Italia and a 
controlling share in Sky Deutschland from 21st Century Fox. We applaud the move to consolidate its 
footprint into a single brand and capital structure, a rare transformation when one considers the 
myriad ownership structures that dominate the UK and Europe telecommunications markets. The 
consolidation is just one tenet of our thesis behind the purchase of Sky. The UK and Eurozone cable 
markets remain fragmented and under-penetrated in the adoption of pay-television, high definition, 
and on-demand services, and we believe Sky has the brand and reach to grow its franchise. Aside 
from the strongest soccer lineup due to its Premier League rights auction wins earlier this year, Sky 
has exclusive agreements with content generators, like HBO, that we believe will diversify and 
strengthen its current platform. Lastly, in recent years, Sky has moved further into original content 
development and now has several highly rated programs under ownership, enhancing the company’s 
ability to syndicate and collect ancillary revenue streams. Overall, we like the direction of Sky and 
believe the company has a strong opportunity in front of it.  

Exiting the quarter, our non-US exposure is at the highest level since the strategy launched – 45% of 
capital is now invested outside the US. Following the US, our largest country exposures are the United 
Kingdom (18%), Germany (8%), and Switzerland (6%). From a sector perspective, Consumer 
Discretionary and Staples represent 34% of capital. 

INVESTMENT OUTLOOK 

We are nearing the end of first quarter earnings announcements, and we are excited about the 
performance and direction of our portfolio. Earlier in the year, the strengthening US dollar was a 
headwind to equity prices; however, as we have seen with Q1 announcements, multinational 
companies are still able to take advantage of strong global growth to post results that are broadly 
ahead of investor expectations. The portfolio has responded well to results, and we believe our 
emphasis on global consumers will support cash flow and dividends for our investors during the year 
ahead.  
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